
How to add pictures and videos to animal pages
A picture is worth a thousand words!

You can add pictures and videos to your animal record, and you can link to a YouTube video as well.  We highly recommend adding photos and videos to 
the descriptions of your animals to increase the attractiveness of your adoptable animals.  

You can upload images up to 40MB in size, and you can upload up to 85MB total at one time, including all pictures, videos, and animal data.  It's easy to 
do, and of course, as with many things in your account, you can manage your animal's media in more than one place.

Where do I find it?

You can find an animal's pictures and videos when you first add an animal or when you edit an animal, or by clicking the  link at the top of Media
the animal’s page or to the left of the animal's name on the  list.Animals

From the  form:Add an animal

From the top menu on the animal's description page, click the  link:Media

From the animal's name on the list, click the image icon. Animals
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The following actions are available for Animal Media with the specified service and user roles:

Action Description Services User Roles

View Able to view the pictures, videos and video URLs for an animal. Data Management 
Pet Adoption 
Portal 
Web Site

Animal Add 
Animal Admin

Add Able to upload new media for an animal. Data Management 
Pet Adoption 
Portal 
Web Site

Animal Add 
Animal Admin

Edit Able to edit the properties of a picture, video or video URL and able to crop pictures. Data Management 
Pet Adoption 
Portal 
Web Site

Animal Add 
Animal Admin

Delete Able to delete animal media. Data Management 
Pet Adoption 
Portal 
Web Site

Animal Add 
Animal 
Admin 

Adding photos and video is easy! We made some videos for you regarding this topic. Click on the topics below to open the corresponding YouTube video

- How to add an animal including images and videos

-   (focuses on how to add videos to already-existing Adding, reordering, cropping, and deleting images
animals in your account)

- Managing existing animal videos

Adding photos

From the animal's media menu, click the Upload a Picture for this Animal.

NOTE

Because the  role gives permissions for the pictures on the organization's website only, the actions listed in the Animal Picture User
permissions section here do not apply.

Supported image formats

Please note, we support only the following image formats for upload: GIF, JPG, PNG.

https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/display/DMG/How+to+crop+animal+pictures
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/display/DMG/How+to+upload+to+YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA7gTw44F6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2BAOSA98pQ&t=168s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csvRypoBs14
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Click the  button to navigate to the file on your computer or device.Choose File 

Select the place in the order where you want this picture or video to be listed, for instance, first.
Click either the   button or check the  and then click the   button.  By checking the    box, Upload Animal Image Add Another Upload Add Another
the image or video will save and you will be returned to the upload menu to upload another file. 

After you upload a picture, you can  it. crop

Adding photos or videos when adding a new animal
When you're adding a new animal, the media menu looks different - it's all icons - but it acts the same.

NOTE

If you upload more than one picture, when you are done, reorder the pictures in the order you want them to be displayed. The first 
image (order #1) is the primary image for the animal and will appear first on the animal detail page, and if the animal appears in 
sidebars or animal highlight sections. It will also be sent first in exports to adoption sites. We recommend you make your best picture 
your primary image. Besides being first on the animal detail page, if an adoption site only uses one picture, the primary picture is the 
one they use.

guide://How to crop animal pictures
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Adding videos
There are two ways to add videos to your animal's record:

Upload the video directly to the website
Link to a YouTube video

Uploading a video
Uploading a video to an animal record is very similar to uploading a photo:

From the animal's media menu, click the   button.Upload a Video for this Animal
Click the  button to navigate to the file on your computer or device.Choose File 
Select the place in the order where you want this video to be listed, for instance, first.  You can reorder later.
Click either the   button or check the   and then click the   button.  By checking the Upload a Video for this Animal Add Another Upload Add 

 box, the image or video will save and you will be returned to the upload menu to upload another file. Another

Uploading a YouTube video URL
To add a YouTube video URL for an animal:

Click  .  Add a Video URL for this Animal
Copy and paste the URL from YouTube into the   box.YouTube URL
Select the order and click  .Add YouTube URL

Managing animal media
For more information about how videos are used and where they are exported, see  in this Exporting animal videos to the adoption listing websites
guide.

You can crop photos that you have uploaded to your website.  See  in this guide. How to crop animal pictures

Deleting animal media
You can delete a photo or video that you have uploaded.

If your RescueGroups.org account is configured to upload videos to a YouTube channel, then your video will be uploaded to Youtube no matter 
the export or status settings for the particular animal. 

Important

Only the following video formats are supported for upload to RescueGroups.org: MPG, MPEG, 3GP, AVI, MOV, MP4, WEBM, FLV, WMV.

The maximum video size is currently 80 MB.

guide://How to crop animal pictures
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Select the check box next to the picture or video that you want to delete.
From the drop-down   menu, select .Actions Delete

Tips for taking and selecting animal pictures
Try to take photos from the animal's eye level whenever possible, not from above unless the photo from that angle is absolutely cute!
Focus on the animal's eyes.
Dogs that are outside are more easily photographed after they've had a few minutes to acclimate.
As with people, don't make the animals look into the sun or a bright light or flash.
Hold the camera away from your face so the pets can see your eyes.
Watch the background. Dirty litter boxes, kids running, or a disembodied arm are not attractive.
For cats, you can use a jingly cat toy at the end of a stick to get their attention. You can fold a wire coat hanger lengthwise to make a stick, and 
attach the jingly toy at the hook end of the hanger.
If someone is helping you, have them call or jingle by your ear, so the cat (or dog) looks at the camera, not at your helper.
Get a picture of the animal's face in closeup and one that shows the animal’s face as well as their entire body (so visitors can see how big they 
are and their colorings).

When uploading pictures, use the website’s resizing and cropping features to save time instead of editing the picture with another program before 
uploading.  When you upload the picture, our server will resize the image to a maximum width of 350 pixels.  You also have the option of cropping the 
picture at any time from the animal’s   page.Media
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Once you have deleted a photo or video from your website, it is deleted immediately and cannot be recovered.

Do not delete a video YouTube URL from an animal unless you do not intend to use the video again.

If you delete a video URL, that video is not removed from YouTube. However, YouTube doesn't allow duplicate videos, so if you attempt to use 
the same URL, it will see it as a duplicate and will not allow it.

https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599921/pictures 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599901/videos 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/323420162/linking-support-for-an-animal-to-payment?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=homanta
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/311296011/how-do-i-get-my-listings-to-automatically-feed-to-facebook?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=usnjump
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599889/website 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599886/exports 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599923/facebook 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/24346729/iframe 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/display/WSG/questions/254771239/how-can-we-embed-our-available-or-adopted-animal-data-stored-in-rescuegroups.org-for-display-on-an-external-website-service?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/display/WSG/questions/254771239/how-can-we-embed-our-available-or-adopted-animal-data-stored-in-rescuegroups.org-for-display-on-an-external-website-service?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=whiskersandtailsfoundation
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/display/WSG/questions/all
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599889/website 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599886/exports 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/12910600/toolkit 
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Have a question about this topic?
  

https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/296615945/my-animal-list-is-empty?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=tammy
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/301268996/requests?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=edurango2
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599918/requests 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/12648549/add-a-mixed-breed-choice-for-dogs?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=richard
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599918/requests 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/12910601/breeds 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599886/exports 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/290160642/change-default-location-to-no?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=alana
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599886/exports 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/289505287/what-fields-is-the-asilomar-advanced-animal-statistics-report-pulling-from?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=alana
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/275054595/is-there-a-way-to-view-relationship-from-the-animal-list-page?src=macro
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=michellec
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
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https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/users?username=michellec
https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/questions/topics/11599900/animals 
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